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Sports

Klopp’s mentor Rangnick brings
studious approach to Man Utd
‘The Professor’ brings high-tempo pressing tactics to troubled club
LONDON: Manchester United’s new interim manager Ralf Rangnick once mentored Jurgen Klopp
and Thomas Tuchel and now ‘The Professor’ will use
his studious approach to revive his troubled Premier
League club.
United hired Rangnick yesterday after Ole
Gunnar Solskjaer was sacked last week following a
humiliating 4-1 defeat at Watford that featured the
kind of confusion and lethargy that are anathema to
the German.
Solskjaer’s failed reign was defined by an acute
lack of coherent game-planning. But Rangnick’s role
in championing the “gegenpressing” (counter-pressing) philosophy popularized by Liverpool boss
Klopp suggests United are about to be dragged into
the 21st century.
United lured Rangnick from his role as Lokomotiv
Moscow’s head of sports and development after
learning Paris Saint-Germain were not willing to part
with Mauricio Pochettino at present. That could turn
out to be a blessing in disguise if the 63-year-old can
emulate the success enjoyed by his devoted pupils at
Liverpool and Chelsea.
Klopp used Rangnick’s tactics to become a
Premier League and European champion at
Liverpool, while Chelsea boss Tuchel is an ardent
admirer after United’s new manager gave him his first
coaching job at Stuttgart. Rangnick rejected an interim offer from Chelsea in January, paving the way for
Tuchel to win the Champions League in his first season with the Blues. Klopp and Tuchel swear by the

News in brief
Omicron hits Portuguese club?
LISBON: The 13 reported cases of COVID-19 at
the Portuguese football club Belenenses, whose
league match against Benfica was called off at the
weekend when their team was reduced to just six
players, appear to be the Omicron variant,
Portugal’s national health institute (INSA)
announced yesterday. If confirmed, the cases
would be the first in Portugal of the new coronavirus strain. INSA added that one of Belenenses
players had recently travelled in South Africa,
where the Omicron variant was first identified.

Hertha Berlin sack Dardai
BERLIN: Hertha Berlin, currently sitting 14th in
the Bundesliga, sacked Pal Dardai as coach yesterday, replacing the Hungarian with former
Turkey international Tayfun Korkut. Hertha’s 1-1
home draw against Augsburg on Saturday saw
the team stretch to four their winless streak,
which included a 2-0 capital derby defeat by
Union. Dardai, 45, rejoined Hertha in January this
year after having been sacked a first time in 2019.
German-born ex-midfielder Korkut, 47, signed a
contract until the end of the season, not having
graced the dug-out in the three years since he
was dismissed as coach of Stuttgart.

Kuwait wins more medals
TUNIS: Kuwait’s Hussein Al-Tamimi won silver
medal at the shot put competition with an 18.5mscore at the 8th Arab junior athletics championship;
hosted in Rades, southeast Tunis. Moreover, countryman Nawaf Hamasha snatched bronze of the
200m hurdle. Also, Kuwait’s athletic team grabbed
the bronze medal of the relay race, taking Kuwait’s
overall count to five medals. The championship
which concluded on Sunday brought together 391
athletes from 15 Arab countries.

Kuwait ready for Paralympic tourney
KUWAIT: Kuwait Athletics and Table Tennis
Paralympic teams left for Bahrain to participate in
the Asian Youth Paralympic Games from 27-11
until 8-12. Head of Kuwait delegation Bader AlDousary said Kuwait’s players are fully ready to
take part in the athletics and table tennis competitions, adding “we are seeking the best results in
a championship that is considered the largest and
most important at the Asian continent’s level.”

Toyota seals victory
in FIA WRC
manufacturers’
championship
MONZA: The GAZOO Racing (GR) World Rally
Team achieved a magnificent championship treble
recently at the iconic Monza circuit. The team
clinched the manufacturers’ title with a one-two finish during the final round as Sebastien Ogier and
Julien Ingrassia claimed their eighth driver and codriver crowns in style with victory in the No 1
Toyota Yaris WRC.
Ogier and Ingrassia went up against their teammates Elfyn Evans and Scott Martin in the No 33
Toyota Yaris WRC during an exciting final-round
showdown at Rally Monza. The two crews engaged
in an epic battle throughout the race, swapping the
lead between them six times. They entered the third
and final day separated by just half a second, before
setting identical times on the morning’s opening
test. Ogier and Ingrassia took the lead during the
penultimate stage in the No 1 Toyota Yaris WRC

intense scheme Rangnick first adopted after watching
Valeriy Lobanovskyi’s Dynamo Kiev in the 1980s.
“That was my football epiphany. I understood that
there was a different way of playing,” Rangnick said.
The German’s obsession with his players’ reaction
times in training is fueled by his desire to deploy hightempo pressing tactics during matches.
When Klopp’s Borussia Dortmund suffered an
eye-opening 4-1 defeat against Rangnick’s
Hoffenheim in 2008, he immediately learned lessons
from his counterpart’s style. In an interview with the

Everything he
does is very well
thought-out

Coaches’ Voice website, Rangnick said: “Our idea is
clear: it’s very similar to my almost-coaching friend
Jurgen Klopp. Our football is very heavy metal, rock
and roll and it’s not slow balls.”
Reacting to Rangnick’s appointment, Klopp said it
was not good news for United’s rivals. “Ralf is obviously a really experienced manager,” he said.

“Unfortunately a good coach is coming to England.”
‘Trust and empathy’
It will be fascinating to see if Rangnick can persuade Cristiano Ronaldo to carry out his demands
after the striker’s apparent unwillingness to get his
hands dirty this season. Ronaldo is not the only
United star who might benefit from Rangnick’s arrival,
with their often shambolic defending one area his rigorous approach could clearly improve.
Rangnick was one of the first coaches to hire video
analysts and sports psychologists and while he once
had a no-nonsense style, he has changed with the
times. “Modern-day leadership is about being persuasive and creating a motivational basis so every day
the players will want to come in and get better,” he
said. “This is about trust and empathy and human
relationships.”
Lutz Pfannenstiel, who worked with Rangnick at
Hoffenheim, believes his methodology is ideally suited
to lifting United out of their malaise. “We like to call
him in Germany, the football professor. Everything he
does is very well thought-out, the way he puts structures in place at every club is something amazing,”
Pfannenstiel told the BBC.
A self-confessed Anglophile, Rangnick studied
English and physical education at the University of
Sussex in the 1970s. He also played non-league football for Southwick during that spell in England and
once worked as an intern at Arsenal.
Rangnick built his coaching resume in Germany

Ralf Rangnick
with spells at Stuttgart, Hannover, Hoffenheim,
Schalke and RB Leipzig, where he was last in the dugout in 2019. Rangnick has only won one major trophy,
the 2011 German Cup with Schalke. But he did take
Schalke to the Champions League semi-finals in 2011,
losing to Alex Ferguson’s United, and led Hoffenheim
to the Bundesliga with successive promotions.After
his six-month interim regime, Rangnick has agreed to
take on a consultancy role at Old Trafford for two further years. By the time he steps away, United hope
Rangnick’s lessons will have raised the bar at a club
that have fallen a long way since their glory days
under Ferguson. —AFP

Napoli honor
Maradona by
crushing Lazio

because you need to repeat those kinds of displays.
The way we played today was perfect,” Dries
Mertens told DAZN, after scoring a superb double.
Wearing shirts bearing Maradona’s face, Luciano
Spalletti’s table toppers came out like a team possessed and blew Lazio away with three fantastic
first-half goals.

MILAN: Dazzling Napoli paid the perfect tribute
to Diego Maradona on Sunday by thumping Lazio
4-0 to move three points clear at the top of Serie A.
FIFA president Gianni Infantino was among those
present in Naples as the southern Italian city honored one of its adopted sons, who led Napoli to
their only two league titles and the 1989 UEFA Cup
and died a year ago on Thursday.
Fans chanted Maradona’s name as a statue, which
depicts their idol in full flight atop the number 10,
was carried around the pitch. A tribute from Pele
was shown on the stadium’s big screens, while players came out for their pre-match warm-up to the
sound of “Life Is Life” by Opus, the song to which
Maradona does keepie-uppies in one of the most
beloved pieces of footage of the Argentine in his
pomp. Inspired by the emotional ceremony, Napoli
took full advantage of AC Milan crashing to a 3-1
home defeat against Sassuolo to go it alone at the

Mertens sweeps Lazio aside
In almost perfect harmony with the occasion, it
was another adopted Neapolitan in Mertens who
led the charge, the Belgian nicknamed ‘Ciro’ scoring
a brilliant brace of which Maradona himself would
have been proud. Piotr Zielinski got the ball rolling
in the seventh minute by almost ripping a hole in the
net with his rocket opener, and just three minutes
later Mertens took the roof off the Stadio Diego
Armando Maradona when he ended a brilliant move
by dumping Patric on the deck with a feint and slotting home a cool finish.
After Luis Alberto and then Francesco Acerbi
went close for Lazio in the space of a minute,
Mertens effectively sealed the win with more than
an hour to play with another wonderful goal, clipping a first-time strike that sailed over a despairing
Pepe Reina and increased his club-record goal tally
to 139. — AFP

Vinicius stunner
seals late Real
Madrid victory
MADRID: Vinicius Junior scored a
scintillating 87th-minute winner as
Real Madrid came from behind to
defeat Sevilla 2-1 and move four
points clear at the top of La Liga on
Sunday. The 21-year-old Vinicius has
been a revelation this season and
proved the difference again at the
Santiago Bernabeu, where he went off
to a standing ovation after securing
Madrid their sixth consecutive victory. “He’s extraordinary,” said Madrid
coach Carlo Ancelotti. “He’s a player
with something special in his feet.”
His goal, a stunning strike into the
top corner after a surging run in off
the left, ensured Sevilla took nothing
from a game they had dominated for
most of the first half. Rafa Mir headed
them in front early on but the game
turned on an error from goalkeeper
Bono, who gifted Karim Benzema his

NAPLES: A bronze statue depicting Argentinian
football legend Diego Armando Maradona is displayed on the pitch ahead of the Italian Serie A
football match between Napoli and Lazio Rome at
Diego-Armando-Maradona stadium in Naples on
Sunday. — AFP
summit with an at times electrifying performance.
“We put in one of our best performances, now
the important thing is to always play like that,

19th goal of the season, the night
before the 33-year-old hopes to win
the Ballon d’Or.
Victory sends Madrid four points
clear of Real Sociedad, who they face
at Anoeta next weekend, while Sevilla
stay fourth, now five points off the
top. “Maybe a draw would have been
a fairer result, but I don’t think we
deserved to lose,” said Ancelotti. Real
Sociedad lost ground after slipping to
a surprise 1-0 defeat by Espanyol
before Atletico Madrid bounced back
from their Champions League loss to
AC Milan in midweek with a thumping
4-1 win away at Cadiz.
Ready-made replacement
Vinicius now has 11 goals in 24
appearances this term and while he
was never a guaranteed starter under
Zinedine Zidane, the Brazilian has
exploded into life under Carlo
Ancelotti. This was the kind of decisive moment Madrid hoped they
would be getting from Eden Hazard
but with the Belgian still lacking both
form and fitness, it seems they now
have a ready-made replacement.
“I knew about his individual quali-

and went on to secure victory ahead of Evans and
Martin, who finished in second place in the No 33
Toyota Yaris WRC.
The win was the fifth of the season for Ogier and
Ingrassia after victories in Monte Carlo, Croatia,
Sardinia and Kenya. Evans and Martin secured the
fifth Toyota one-two of the season, and finished as
runners-up in the championship for the second year
in a row after claiming victories in Portugal and
Finland.
This is the fifth time Toyota has won the manufacturers’ championship - putting it joint third on
the all-time list of titles - and the second since it
returned to the sport in 2017 with the Yaris WRC.
The win also marked the 26th and last victory
achieved by the car in the final event of the World
Rally Car era before hybrid electric-powered Rally1
cars are introduced in 2022.
Akio Toyoda, President, Toyota Motor
Corporation, commented: “Seb and Julien, congratulations! I truly respect you for driving to the maximum until the end. To be eight-time champions is a
great record, and we are all proud that two out of
those eight were with Toyota. Thank you so much.
To secure the manufacturers’ title and have Seb and
Elfyn freely fight at the same time, all team members
tackled this final event together to achieve both.”
Toyoda added: “This team kept making the
Yaris WRC stronger since 2017, and made the

MADRID: Real Madrid’s Brazilian forward Vinicius Junior (center) is congratulated by teammates after scoring a goal during the Spanish league football match
against Sevilla at the Santiago Bernabeu stadium in Madrid on Sunday. —AFP
ties, his dribbling, in one against ones,
his speed, in all that he’s very strong,”
said Ancelotti. “But what surprises
everyone now is that ability to score
goals, which he didn’t have before.”
Madrid were sluggish and sloppy
for most of the first half an hour,
livened up only by Benzema’s goal that
was gifted to him after Bono’s mistake.

last Yaris WRC the strongest ever. I’m really happy for that. We will prepare an ever-stronger
Yaris and make our fans even more excited from
next season onward. I hope the fans will look forward to our new car and new challenges and I
appreciate your continuous support for GR
World Rally Team.”
Over the years, Toyota has been participating in
many different forms of motorsports, including
Formula One, the World Endurance Championship
(WEC), and the N¸rburgring 24 Hours endurance
race. Toyota’s participation in these events was

Sevilla took the lead in the 12th minute
when Mir was allowed acres of space
to plant a header past Thibaut
Courtois. They should have been two
ahead as David Alaba cleared off the
line from Mir, who then forced an
excellent save from Courtois after a
lethargic touch from Toni Kroos gave
him a second chance. — AFP

overseen by separate entities within the company
until April 2015, when Toyota established GR, to
consolidate all of its motorsports activities under
one in-house brand. Representing Toyota’s belief
that ‘the roads build the people, and the people
build the cars,’ GR highlights the role of motorsports as a fundamental pillar of Toyota’s commitment to making ‘ever-better’ cars. Harnessing years
of experience gained under the extreme conditions
of various motorsports events, GR aims to forge
new technologies and solutions that bring the freedom, adventure, and joy of driving to everyone.

